
Initiating an Incident
from the mobile app



These process flows are 
relevant after an incident has 
been reported from the 
mobile application



Firstly check the details and 

update where required

Then update the incident 

assessment (responses provided 

from report will show here)

Assign a plan to the incident Assign teams and a final check details 

are accurate Then hit initiate and a 

push notification will go to all assigned 

to the incident

Process Flow | Reporting an Incident



Incident notification received. 

Click check now

This screen allows you to see the 

summary and acknowledge the 

incident

Once clicked the person who 

reported the incident will receive this 

text message

You can continue to initiate the incident 

via the mobile app from this point, 

simply click initiate incident button

Process Flow | Initiate | Crisis managers only
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BATTLEGROUND INCIDENT ESCALATION
Quick User Guide for escalation

INTRODUCTION RESPONSE TEAM

NEW INCIDENT

When reporting an incident you have the ability to use escalation to activate 

your team. The assigned team members will be sent an SMS to accept or 

decline the role. For further detail see the Escalation User Guide.

1. The order of priority the SMS is sent is defined by the escalation priority set in the 

response team library

2.  If escalation has been selected an SMS is sent in order of priority to the response team

3. If they choose to accept the role they are assigned

4. After the defined time frame is up or they decline the role, the next person in order of 

priority will get the SMS and will continue till the list is exhausted or someone has 

accepted the role

When a new incident is created be sure to click the option “Use Escalation to 

activate team” if you wish to assign roles through escalation.

Timeout between escalations is the time between the SMS being sent from 

priority order one down the list if the highest order is yet to accept the role

SMS SENT

SMS is sent to response team in 

order of set priority until the role is 

accepted.

Note: Push notifications are sent by default if you do not select 

“Use escalation to activate team”. 

Understanding the escalation function



Thanks
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